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SYSTEM FOR ANALYZING MEDICAL DAT A 
ABSTRACT 
This project can be defined as a stand-alone system, which attempts to integrate 
with Healthcare Information System to communicate the outside and inside flow of 
information in hospitals and provide the functions common for all applications. 
This web-based Medical Data Analysis System allows all range of users, using 
Internet Explorer web browser to view the graphical output from the patient's data and 
gaining mild information about the top ten diseases ranked in Malaysia or specifically 
University Malaya Medical Center. On the other hand, it allows the authorized user to 
update the latest patent medical data and diseases name as time change . The rational 
behind this development is to give comparison in several a pect such as se , race, state, 
height, weight, occupations and age. 
A combination of waterfall model and protot ping model was selected for the 
de elopment pro css t c ausc it . LIJ ports rapid application de clopmcnt and reduce the 
risk in olved. oltwarc cnginccrin 1 prin iplcs based on this methodolo • were applied 
throughout the \ h le de .lopm cnt phase of th' S Stem SU h ns S tern anal sis, 
implementation de ign te ting and codin '· 
The de "lo projc t were Microsoft Visual Ba ic 6.0, 
Intercooled tata ftv arc .0 and A D ce. The patient's data are kept in stata's Data 
ditor and lntem t Information Server is used as the web server. Microsoft Windows 
20 0 has b en cho en as the operating system where it is known for it's powerful 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OVERVIEW 
System for Analyzing Medical Data (SAMO) is a system where medical 
data of software that could bring out results as a information for the public. 
This information shows each disease or illness according gender, race, age and 
others. The information would be web-based system so that anyone could refer it 
from the internet. It a stand-alone system and later it might be able to be 
integrated with other systems uch as Pharmaceutical Information y tem, Patient 
lnfonnation System, Medical enter lnfonnation y tem, I lcalth Insurance 
lnformati n and Billing tem, I lealth are Provider Inf rmation tern. 
A Sy tcm for nal zin • Medical Data would quite certainly be defined as 
an pens tern which pr ides th· c mmuuicatiou to the outsid , to tether with the 
inside of the domain f the medical center which als cover the flow of the 
inf rmati n within th ab · m nuioucd pr· ·in .ts. Thi· s st ·111 would rive acccs · 
t all demo 1raphic penainin • the particular medical .cnter. Thus, it would be 
created on a platf rm that i · · mpatibl · to supt ort 11s .rs 1111d be able to help them 
achie e an cffe ti c information administration. 
tem f r nal in 1 Medical Data ( AMO), facilitates the management of 
different h piral et ices by efficiently providing information on the fly to various 
p pl in harge f aid services and people interested in the particular information. 
Thi paperles office effort virtually eliminates space constraints and manual 
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demonstrate the manner in which web applications could be fitted together as a 
practical inspiration for this emerging domain. 
It also helps the public to generate themselves which medical center that 
they should go according to their budget and disease that affects them. It also gives 
a little bit of knowledge to the patient before they attend themselves to a doctor. 
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1.2 OBJECTIVES 
D To give a clear picture in percentages where a disease could effect by gender, 
age, race and others. So, the management or the public could take a minor attention 
to the particular diseases where they might be high chances for them getting it. 
D To study and investigate the current Web information system, implementation 
together with developing tools and their relevance to the project. 
0 To make sure the high availability of the system where the re pon e time is fast 
and tl1e confidentiality and reliability of the system is high. Proper deployment of 
the number and tructure f the client-server stem should be d ne o that it 
satisfies the expectation. 
rJ To fulfill the II ers need in terms { r infonnati II 
l lTo tud and in csti rate the .urrcnt Well information s stern, implementation 
tog ther v ith de I pin 1 to I· and th .ir r ·I ·w111 .e ro th· project. This 111. includes 
the tari tical soflv are that ' ould he chc en to analyze the datasets. 
0 To let the publi kn w ab ut the di ea es that comes from genetically and non- 
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1.4 SIGNIFICANCE 
ln electronic environment, we are moving towards medical world in which 
the public user will have the possibility to access in a transparent way where they 
could find out about the diseases that might affect them in past, present or future. 
By using the manual system to find our needed resource, process or 
administrate the medical records will not be that sufficient because they require 
energy, time and spaces to handle the constantly expanding volume of data. The 
quality and outcome of public u er and administrator user al o can be improved 
through the web-based ystem that ensures the accurate, relevant, structured and 
timely in formation i made acce ible to the u ers at all level. Beside , the web 
technology has been irowinu aggre ivel to pla a ignificant r le in the business 
world. Therefore, this project will be a considerable and important ucp to start ofT 
into crcatin 1 a v .b-bas ·ct m .dical cent ·r informatiou s st ·m. It al o help the user 
to know better ab ut di cases before the attend t an or the medical centers. 
Thi project 1 • i uuficaut, a· n pt ncer m Main sin, tu create thnt new 
administration wa to pro ide iuformation about the anal zed medical data. 
F1111hcr m re thi i the time r r us to be iin ur wn rcse irch and impr ive cxi ting 
foreign method and algorithms or icwinu data and information within a database 
in a more pra ti al and m anin rful manner. This w111 definitely help to bring up the 
image of our local medical centers where the whole world could see our capabilities 
in Information Technologies through the Internet change the way Malaysian 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 PURPOSE 
Literature review ts a background study about the information and 
knowledge gained to develop this project. It also helps the developers to make a 
comparison on the past projects and study the strength and weaknesses that the 
project has. So, the developers could come up with a better version of the past 
project or create a new improved project that follows the need or the requirement of 
the users. 
Rather than that, it is done to get a better understanding on the development 
to Is that can be applied and al a better knowledge on the meth d I uc u .cd in 
the process of developing it. This attempt does not only t p until this project where 
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2.2 APPROACH 
A lot of information needs to be gathered about the system itself to develop 
a system. This process involved in developing the system and the methodologies 
used to develop the system. This particular information can be gained from various 
sources. 
Usually, each source will give different information and facts and it depends 
on how the search is being done. For example, there are a number f way of 
gathering information from the users. ne way 1 through interviews. Another is to 
u e que tionnaires. The third i throu ih observation of user activities and bchavi r. 
If Internet i being u ed t find information, each keyword or phrase that i · 
bein 1 carchcd will icld variou ires, whi .h i t tall different from nc ire to 
another. Infonnati n can be obtained from s stem users, c inputer pro 1n1111s, 
procedure manual and rep rt, form ·and do ·11111c11ts und nlso fr 111 Internet. 
omputcr pt igrams CHn be ll scd to determine the details of data structures 
or proce . Manual pr edurc spc iii ·s u · ·r 1 .tiviti ·s in n busine .. proccs . They 
can be used to determine detail xi 11 .cr u .tivitics, which is important in detailed 
t m d ion. Rep ns indi .ate the kind of outputs needed by users. 
Forms and documents are useful sources of information about system data 
flow and tran actions. If these sources are being used, tl1e most recent and relevant 
form and documents must be obtained and examined. 
Besides that, the Internet was surfed and information was gathered from 
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methodologies for system development and information on development tools. 
Information was also gathered for software that will be used in this project such as 
Stata, Flash and others. The search engines that were used to gather all this 
information include MSN search, Yahoo search, AltaVista search, Google search 
and etc. So, as a conclusion most of the findings for this project came from sites on 
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2.3 FINDINGS 
2.3.1 Relational Database 
The concept behind a database is simple where it is like a file cabinet. 
Database stores information, just as file cabinet stores information. A specific 
application related to a set of information that is called database. 
As for the relational database, Oracle, lnfonnix, Microsoft Access 97 and 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 were studied and below is the information about it:- 
l. Oracle 
racle rs the mo t popular database mana iement system or rather 
relational database rnana iement tern.The advantages of raclc's architecture are: 
- Large Databases 
Supports the tar rest of databases, potent iall tcrab re · in size. 
- Many oncurrcnt users 
raclc supports tar ic number or .oucurrcnt users e ecutinu variety or 
databas appli ations op ·111ti111 on same darn. It 111ini111izes datu contention 
and guarantees data concurr me 
- High Transaction Rates 
It has the fast pt cessin r performance. 
- High Availability 
At most production sites, Oracle works high hours (24 hours) per day with no 
down time. 
- on trolled Availability 
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application's data can be reloaded without affecting other applications, 
- Manageable Security 
Provides fail-safe security features to limit and monitor data access. 
-Database Integrity 
Oracle enforces data integrity, "business miles" that dictate the standards for 
accepting data. 
- Distributed Systems 
Oracle combines the data physically located on different computers into one 
logical databa e that can be acce ed by all network u er . 
- Portability 
racle software i ported to work under different operutin 1 systems. 
Application developer for racle can be ported t an peratin 1 stems 
with little or no modifications. 
- onnectibility 
raclc oftwarc allov s different t pc· or coiuput .rs and opcrutin •systems 
to sharc infonuati n a ro· net' orks. 
- Replicated Environments 
racle soflwar ~ allov ' ll t replicate objects to multiple site . racle 
upp rt repli ati n both at data and schema level. 
- Read consistency 
A upported by Oracle, does the Following Read consistency as supported 
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*Guarantees that the set of data seen by a statement ls consistent 
with respect to a single point-in-time, and do not change during 
transaction execution. 
*Ensures that readers of the database data do not wait for readers of 
the same data. This means two users can read the same set of data, 
without waiting on each other. 
*Ensure that writers for a database data do not wait for readers of 
the same data. This means per ons can update data regardless of 
the other person reading the ame data. 
* n ure that writers only wait for other writer if they attempt to 
update identical-row in concurrent tran .action . This means 
suppo e a user i · changing (updatin •) a record, say for e ample 
chan 1i11 1 n cmplo cc number I 00 to 0, another u ·er should have 
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2. lnformix 
Infonnix-4GL is a 4th generation developed by the Informix Software, lnc. 
and specially designed for database applications and it also represents the latest 
advancement in programming and is designed for a particular class of applications. 
Not like PAS CAL or C (general language) Infonnix are less complex and it is 
more closely approximate nature language so it is easy to use or apply it. As 
lnformix 4-GL focus on a specific type of application, such a language can 
anticipate what user of this language wants to accomplish in their programs. 
lnformix 4-GL is very powerful as well whereby a ingle imple tatement 
generates a great deal of machine codes. A a result, programs written in lnfonnix 
4- L do not contain nearly a man taternents a program written in a icneral 
language. Basically, ome advantages of fourth- ieneration Ian uragcs like 
lnfonnix-4 L arc: 
a) The are umplc, which speed, up the pr ccss of buildiuu and maintainin • 
applicati us. 
b) The arc icncrall interactive,' hich simplifies the dcbuu iin 1 process. 
c) The app al to a' id' audi euce b icaus · the rcquir no pccial training. 
d) The re ulting applications are easy t use and can solve problems 
effi ientl . 
A a wnmary lnfonnix is database language that can be used to store, 
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3. Microsoft Access 97 
One of the best and fastest selling relational database packages for 
Windows on the market Microsoft Access 97. Access comes in two different 
modes. The first one is an easy to use menu driven interface that lets you issue 
commands with only a basic knowledge of Access. The second mode is program 
mode that lets the users to store instructions in a Visual Basic program file and 
execute them with one particular command. 
Access has existed in five main versions. In the context of Access, a 
database can be viewed a a large repository in which table , reports, querie form 
and other objects are tored inside. 
Acces allows the user to indicate how tables should be related to each 
other. A table can have a one-to-one, one-to-man or man -to-man relationship. 
A table that has referential intc irit allows onl one parent re rd for each child 
record. Acee all ' s the user t make chan res to the structure fa database table. 
User can add, delete and rcarran ic field · in the table structure. sen; can also 
control how data' ill be nt ired in a table usin 1 the Propertie . shcct of a field. 
As a database s stem Access has man • > )d point and many bad points. 
Happil m t fthe bad p int' relate to the 'class' f application that Access is. It is 
important to clarify tJ1 'class' that Access falls into. Access is a desktop database 
package and it ha the first perceived bad point where it does not provide good 
performance when run across a network and when a lot of people using it at same 
time. However, if one considers what Access is designed as a desktop database 
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Access can and does make a good front-end package larger engine such as Oracle 
and SQL Server. 
Against other desktop database packages Access has a bigger advantage 
where it is likely if you are running Windows as your operating system and using 
Microsoft Office as your application base, Access integrates well with these 
packages and data transfer between Access and the other Office components is 
relatively easy, In addition, against the other desktop databases Access is both rich 
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4. Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
SQL is a special-purpose, nonprocedural language that could supports the 
manipulation, defination and control of data in relational database management 
systems. It's a special-purpose language, because we can use it only for handling 
databases and we can't write general-purpose applications with it. SQL is also 
known as a data sub language because to write an application, we have to embed 
SQL in some other language, and it's frequently used that way. A sub language can 
be used with application languages. A full-featured application language applicable 
because it usually include semantics for procedures, where el e L is 
nonprocedural. It only specifies what should be done so as conclu ion SQL is 
concerned with re ult rather than procedures. 
The most important feature of S L is that it provides access to relational 
databa cs where it is o fundam ·11t 1l to L that man people think the term L 
database and relational database arcs 11011 mou . Out it is not like that and further 
more it doe n't even mention the t .nu relation. 
It makes giant trides in pcrtonuancc, reliability, and scalabilit • rivin • the 
organization man pp rtuuitie t T 'HI· int .lli rcru, real world business soluti n . 
The e are the follov in r inn arion that the S L server had made: 
a) calable fr m lapt p t multiprocessor cluster 
b) Dynamic row-level locking 
c) Dynamic Self-Management 
d) Wide array of replication options 
e SQL erver Desktop 
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These innovations, plus many more changes, make SQL Server 7 .0 highly 
scalable and excellent for data warehousing. In addition, organizations that also 
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2.3.2 STATISTICAL SOFTWARE 
These are the statistical software's that are available in the market: - 
• StatView statistics package and SuperANOV A software for Mac. 
• The PROPHET system is a Win32-based software package for data 
analysis, graphs, statistical analyses, mathematical modeling, and sequence 
analyses, formerly developed by BBN Technologies. 
• Analyse-it Powerful accurate statistical analy is for Microsoft Excel. 
• Aptech, Systems a mathematical and statistical software package including 
powerful matrix programming language, for D S, Windows, /2 and 
Unix platforms, 
• BMDP Statistical Software, DMDP system BMDP/DIAM ND, SOLO, 
L power analy i , tatXact, now wn "db PSS Inc. 
• ouccptual ollwarc, DBM I OPY and DDM /Engines, database 
conv rsi n t 1 for fl lot f tatisti al oflwar · packa res. 
• tel oftware, tati tical oflwarc for c, act inference like hit act. Proc- 
StatXact for , LogXnct and En t. 
• Data Description, Data Desk: isual data analysis oflwarc for Apple 
Maclnto hand PO\ er-t lac. 
• CHIP Experimentation by Design, DOE software and training for 
ngineer and cienntists. 
• ForecastX is an ActiveX component for statistical forecasting and analysis. 
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• Idea Works, Various expert systems software, including Statistical 
Navigator for DOS/Win. 
• Ivation Datasystems, Beyond 20/20 software for Windows. 
• MathSoft, Software products: MathCAD, AXUM, S-Plus. 
• MathWorks, MATLAB software. 
• Minitab software, FAQs. 
• NAG - The Numerical Algorithms GroupNumerical software and libraries, 
Fortran 90, GenStat, Glim, MLP, AXIOM, Iris Explorer. 
• NCSS Statistical Software - Number runcher Stati tical Sy tcm. 
• NWP As ociate , STAT LETS - Java applets for statistical anaJy is and 
graphic .. 
• Proces Builder, TRA TEGY for Windows, a De i 111 of xpcrimcnt 
oflwarc for Zbi: Windows 
• AS - AS s stem on man platforms, JMP, compiler. 
O TATGRAPHI - statistical anal 1si · packa re for MS Windows. 
• SHAZAM 
- HAZ M ·ofh Hr" packa ic availublc for a lot of P , 
i ork tati n and mainframe platform . 
- Independent newsgroup available, 
• p s 
- SPSS software, meanwhile owner of former Systat and BMDP 
products. 
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D Stata statistics software package for DOS/Win/Mac/Unix. 
• Stat-Ease, Design-Ease and Design-Expert for Windows, software for 
Design of Experiments. 
• Statistical Solutions, Distributor of statistical software, including Solas for 
missing data analysis and nQuery Advisor for planning research studies . 
• S-Plus software. 
• Statistica, statistics software package for DOS/Win/Mac. 
• Statffransfer, utility to transfer data between different programs, 
• Sta tit software on various UN IX platforms. 
• UN !ST AT Statistical Package, Windows software with add-in feature to 
MS-Excel or M - ffice. 
• Software products: PV-WA VE, IMSL ( and Fortran numerical and 
1rnphical libraric ), tanford Graphics. 
Here is a brief explanation about few selected statistical sollwarc: - 
1. Stata Statistical oftwarc 
Stata i a stati 'tic· data anal sis pro 1nun, which runs on a variety of 
platform . It i relari timates a range of econometric models. 
tata can b u ed to enter commands interactively or in "batch" mode. 
ornrnand can b executed one at a time at the Stata prompt, or groups of 
commands can be entered in do-files and automatically executed in sequence. 
TI1e most current release, Stata 5.0, is available on GRACIE. Stata may also 
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The statement below describes how to use Stata 5.0 on GRACIE, the UNIX 
research server at CBS. 
How to Rtm Stata in Interactive Mode 
The following command are issued at the UN[X prompt to invoke Stata in 
interactive mode: 
You should see a Stata welcome message along with some licensing and 
usage notes. Your cursor will then be positioned next 
to the Stata "dot" prompt, where you enter Stata commands. 
Use the Stata "exit" command to terminate your interactive session. 
This destroys all data in the current session. You may .ee the following 
message if you have data in the curr ·nt scs ion that ha not been saved. 
no; darn in memory would be lost 
r( 4); 
If you want to preserve the data with which ou have been working, then 
you must save the data befor ou xit. If 1011 want to end our Starn .essi n 
without saving our data, then i · .uc the "clear" option as part of the "exit" 
command: 
exit, dear 
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How to Rtm Stata in Batch Mode 
Batch processing is generally used with Stata do files or programs. Issue the 
following command at the UNIX prompt to execute a Stata do file as a background 
process: 
stata -b do [filename] & 
where filename is the name of your Stata do file. You can also allocate 
additional memory to your Stata job using the "-k" option. For example, issue the 
following command to allocate 4000K of memory: 
stata -k4000 -b do [filename] & 
Stata for windows 
Stata for Windows come in two flavors; 
a) lntcrcooled tata 
l l an analyze datasets with us 111u11 as 2,047 variables, and the only limit 
on ob ervation i th' amount of R/\M on ur computer. 
[J Computer hould have at least 8 me tab res R M 
b) Small mm 
l J All the features of Intercooled Stata, but can only process datasets of 
around 1,000 ob ervations and 99 variables 
0 Computer should have 8 megabytes of RAM 
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Here is some of the stata capabilitiesr 











































-upper-portion of tree 
OSupport t I 
-generate summary and grouping variables 
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-users can add new clustering methods and utilities 
-full set of tool to ea e making addition 
b) Data management 
DOeate tata data t 
-input data from command line 
-input data aved fr m pread he ts 
-read data u ing a dicrionai 
-read any format S 1I data 
-convert data et directly from other statistical packages, spreadsheets and, 
databa es using third-party software 
OBuilt-in spreadsheet editor 
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DData management :fimctions 




-random number generator 
-matrix functions 
l Data reorganization 
-row-colurnn tran po ition 
-data reshaping 
- tack in 1 of variables 
r ll.abels 
-daraser lab ls 
-variablc labels 
-value labels (e.g., Male and Female for 0 and l ) 
fl Notes 
-extensive note can be attached to a dataset 
CSorting 
-ascending or descending sorts 
-multiple-key sorts 
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DMerge datasets 
-paired merge datasets 





-panel data/cross-sectional time-series 
-time to event data 
l lUtilities 
-compress (make dataset as small as possible without loss of accuracy) 
-Iormaued and unformatted disk l/ 
I lVariable management 
-generate new variables 
-replace existing variables 
-encode and decode string ariablcs 
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c) Tools for epidemiologists 
DStandardization of rates 
- direct standardization 
- indirect standardization 
OTables for epidemiologists 
- 2 x 2 and 2 x 2 stratified tables for longitudinal, cohort study, case-control, and 
matched case-control data 
- odds ratio, incidence ratio, risk ratio, risk difference, and attributable fraction 
- confidence intervals for the above 
- chi-squared, Fisher's exact, and Mantel-Haenszel tests 
- tests for homo icneit 
- choice of weights for stratified tables: Mantel l luenszel, standardized, or us er- 
specified 
- exact McNemar test for matched case-control data 
- tabulated odds and odds rati 
- score test for linear trend 
OTable symmetry and marginal homogeneity tests 
- n x n tables where there is a one-to-one matching of cases and controls 
- asymptotic symmetry and marginal homogeneity tests 
-e act symmetry tests 
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OReceiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves 
-calculate area wider curve 
-estirnate maximwn-likelihood ROC models assuming a binormal distribution of 
the latent variable 
-test equality of two or more ROC areas 
-tesr equality of ROC area against a "gold" standard ROC curve 
-raw and Bonferroni adjusted significance probability 
-Sidak's adjustment for multiple comparisons 
I ]Generalized linear models for the binomial family 
-individual-level or grouped data 
-odds ratios, risk ratios, health ratios, and risk differences 
OPhannacokinetics 
-phannacokinetic measures from time-and-concentration subject-level data 
-test that measurement i uormalt di stribut ·d 
-analyze data from cro sever de ign experiment 
-bioequivalence te tine for two treatments 
DICD-9-CM diagnostic and procedure codes 
-verify variable contains valid codes 
-modify codes to display in standard format 
-display description of codes 
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DChoice of estimation method 
-maximum likelihood 
-iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) 
D010ice of variance estimates and standard errors 
-inverse Hessian 
-outer product of the gradients (OPG) 
-observed information matrix 
-expected information matrix 
-robust sandwich/huber/white estimator 
-robust variance with clustered/correlated data 




-user-defined link functions 
-user-defined variance functions 
-user-defined HA kernels 
[]Linear con trainrs 
[]Predicts 
-expected value of dependent variable 
-Anscombe residual 
- ook' distance 
-deviance residual 

















-rnarginal effects and elasticities 
-standard errors and confidence intervals 
-cornputed at means or specified covariate values 
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2. The Number Cruncher Statistical System (NCSS). 
Number Cruncher Statistical System is a comprehensive and accurate, easy 
to learn, statistical and data analysis system for Windows 
For the past few years, NCSS has been fine-tuning the art of number 
crunching. Lately , NCSS offers you the latest technology in statistical analysis in a 
user-friendly format that easily imports and exports all major spreadsheets, 
databases, and statistical file formats. And this is yours at a price that is about half 
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3. ST A TISTJCA 
Statistica is not just "another advanced statistics package." It offers not only 
the speed and capacity to handle datasets/designs of practically unlimited size and 
unusual comprehensiveness of its procedures - fully integrated with highest quality 
graphics (that won for Statistica the name of "the King of data visualization tools. 
Statistica offers COM architecture, high-end technologies Statistica is based on the 
COM architecture and high-end technologies that are usually not found in such 
"vertical market" applications as data analysis software. As a result, Statistica offers 
unique functionality and usability features that currently no other competing 
product can offer. The benefit of using Statisuca arc:- 
a) For advanced users: Power, S · tlahilitv, ('Olli/> uibilitv 
The powerful and unique - in data anal sis soil ware - lull i111plc111c11tatio11 of 
the COM architecture and the f\111 into 'rated Visual Basic make it n perfect 
foundation (or a component) of ilobal computin' infrastructures (such as the 
Internet Information Deli ct S /st 'ms or large, 11111lti-11scr enterprise installations). 
It also offer one of the largest and richest development environments 
available in the entire oftware industry, with more than 10,000 data analysis and 
graphic functions directly exposed to end users and developers. These features 
also make it a perfect tool to tackle the most demanding problems in data analysis, 
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b) For occasional users and novices: Simplicity, Customizability, Quickness, and 
Quality. 
The unique technologies of Statistica are also offering a lot to a desktop user 
who may not want to know what Visual Basic is or what the "enterprise business 
intelligence system" is. For example: 
• Because of these technologies, the Statistica desktop products are uniquely 
user friendly and flexible; they can also be extremely "simple" (e.g., run by 
anyone from an Internet browser). 
• Every action can be recorded (in the background) into a reusable, modifiable 
macro with a click of the mouse, and then in tantly assi med to a toolbar 
button (the macro will have the industry standard Vi ·ual Basic format, but 
you do not even need t know that). 
• Every aspect of the user interface can be adju ·tcd to your needs by dragging 
control v ith the mou c. ountless progi uu options can be as hidden or as 
expo ed as ou want. 
c) Quality an I comprehensiven tss. 
In addition to all these benefits - no other application can match the quality 
of implementation of every detail of Statistica - its graphics, responsiveness/speed, 
elegance, and built-in intelligence. 
Every aspect of it is designed to offer the ultimate level of functionality and 
a large part of that functionality normally can be found only in designated, 
specialized applications, if they existed at all, and those that do - would not be 
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• The graphics engine, a part of every product, offers more choices and 
options than any designated graphics package on the market. 
• The Statistica Query facility (allowing you to access external databases), 
just one of many parts of every product, includes features, power, and 
performance that are offered only in designated, expensive database 
querying products. 
The Statistica Visual Basic language, offers one of the largest and richest 
development environments available in the industry (with more than I 0,000 data 
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2.3.3 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS. 
1) Active Server Page 
Active Server Page (ASP) contains a set of instruction that are processed by 
IIS on the Web server that can make dynamic or larger data possible in the 
application. In most of the cases, the ASP codes returns the results of the server side 
processing by generating a HTML page. The instruction can also manipulate any 
number of the server side Active-X components that are typically used to access 
data. The combination of scripting language and both methods above makes the 
ASP as a high power technology for building superb Web sites. 
It is so useful because it is a browser independent technology where all the 
browser applicable with il such as Netscape Navi 1ator, Internet Explorer or N SA 
Mosaic. If there are pecific HTML differences anion • the different Web browser 
that we would like to exploit in the Web application , we will be able to obtain 
information about the browser t pc from !IS and iencrate a different HTML page 
for each browser type. 
ASP has it s ov n life c clc where it could be broken into three phascs:- 
a) Request 
This phase represents the beginner spot of contact between the user's web 
browser and the ASP file. The user activates the ASP code by browsing into the 
files that contain code. The pioneer user visits the ASP application where IIS 
creates an object that can be used within the application. If the user has already visit 
another file in that application, IIS will update the location of the user existing in 
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b) processing 
This phase begins once IIS bas started the location and request objects. IIS 
executes the ASP codes and interacts with various databases according to the 
instructions and also generate the HTML page from ActiveX data that will be sent 
back to the user's Web browser. 
c) response 
This phase starts after the ASP scripting executed, !IS again goes to the 
HTML page to move back to the user's Web browser at this location. 
The aspects that ASP brin is to the developer are access to data stored in 
relational database , encapsulated behind the /\ctivcX Data bject object model. 
ASP can be used with the Microsoft Peer Web Services version 3.0 on 
Window NT Workstation, Microsoft Personcl Web Server on Window 95&98, 
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2) JavaScript 
It is scripting language developed by Netscape. However, Netscape 
collaborate with Sun during the development of LiveScript, changed its name to 
Javascript, and borrowed several structures from Java's syntax. 
JavaScript is relatively simpler and less complicated than a real 
programming language, but still powerful enough to applied in an effectively. Many 
of the statements are remarkably natural in their structure and terminology. 
JavaScript supports distributed processing by enabling various tasks to be 
performed on the client rather than on the server. And it is al o ideal for validatinu 
user input and making sure that the data entered is valid. It also can easily 
manipulate various browser object· and used to conserve bandwidth. The popular 
browsers are Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer that supports JavaScript for 
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3) Visual Basic Script 
Microsoft Visual Basic has a subset that called as VBScript and it is also can 
be applied with Visual Basic for Application. VBScript capabilities for Web 
browsers are the ability to provide scripting, automation and customization. 
It brings the scripting to a wide variety of environment, including Web 
client scripting in Microsoft Internet Explorer version 3.0 and in Microsoft Internet 
Information server version 3.0. VBScript acts to link application using ActiveX 
Scripting. With that, browsers and other link applications doesn't require special 
integration code for each scripting component. Only Internet ·xplorcr support, 
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2.3.4 Development models 
I) Waterfall model 
The stages in this model are depicted as cascading from one to anotherand 
each stages will be completed fully before the next stage begin. If all the consumers 
requirement are understudied, analyzed for completeness and consistency, and 
documented as requirements document, then the developer can go on to system 
designing activities. This model also perform a very dynamic level view of what 
goes on during the development duration and it suggests the sequence or the way of 
event they should come out with. 
The advantages of this model are:- 
a) very straight forward and simple 
b) a I t of reviews and evolution 
c) a lot of documentation after each step 
d) you will have some utput after each step 
The disadvantages of this models arc :- 
a) it i vet linear and must follow in order ( rage by stages) 
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2) Prototyping Model 
A prototype is a partially developed product that enables customers 
and developers to examine some aspect of proposed system and decide if it is 
suitable or appropriate for the finished product. In other words, prototyping 
means building a small version of a system, usually with limited 
functionality, which can be used to help the user or customer identify the key 
requirements of a system and demonstrate feasibility of a design or approach. 
a) ldenti the user's basic rec uirement. 
The system designer (usually in information sy terns specialist) works with the 
user only long cnou ih to capture the user's basic information needs. 
a) Develop a working prolotypc. 
The system designer creates a working quickly. The prototype may only 
perform the most unportant functi n f the proposed ystcm, or it may consist 
of the entire system with a restricted tile. 
b) Use the prototype. 
The user is encomaged to work with the system to determine how well the 
prototype meets his or her needs and to make suggestions for improving the 
prototype 
c) Revise and enhance the prototype 
The system builder notes all changes requested by the user and refines the 
Prototype accordingly. After the prototype has been revised, the cycle returns 
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Prototyping is often used to design a good user interface: the part of the 
system with which the user interacts. Since the prototyping model allows all or part 
of system to be constructed quickly to understand or clarify issues, it has the same 
objective as engineering prototype, where requirements or design require repeated 
investigation to ensure that the developer, user and the customer have a common 
understanding both of what is needed and what is proposed. One or more of the 
loops for prototyping requirements, design or the system may be eliminated, 
depending on the goals of the prototyping. Application prototyping has two primary 
uses. On one hand, it is an effective device for clarifying user requirements. 
Written specifications are typically created as a vehicle for describing application 
features and the requirements that must be met. Developing and actually using a 
prototype can be a very effective way of identifyin 1 and clarifying the requirements 
an application must meet. 
A second use of application prototyping is to verily the feasibility of a system 
design. Analyst can experiment with different application characteristics, 
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2.3.5 Operating System 
1) Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
Microsoft Windows 2000 is one of the leading operating systems in the 
Internet and Intranet world. This popularity achieved by the Microsoft skills in 
placing Windows 2000 Server as a useful corporate solution, with a variety of 
dynamic tools and the ability to standardize on both development and deployment 
in Windows 2000 server platform. In the other hand, it also works smoothly and 
pretty well as an Internet platform, especially on small scale or fi-agmentizes the 
internet level in a departmental size. 
The advantages in Windows 2000 Server are it is stable, huge variety or 
functional tools, less bug and it has a better security system than the other version 
of Microsoft Windows. It is also supports virtual domains and has the ability to 
delegate administration to other users. In the management view, there's a Window 
based management console, browser based administration and common line 
scripting. In the securit view, it feature' user authorization such as uscrnarne and 
password, as configured by the system adminisuutor and editing capabilities to 
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2.3.6 Web Browser 
1) Internet Explorer 
lnternet Explorer is tool to explore and access or browse information and 
data on the Web. It also provides a very helpful and dynamic toolbars of certain 
particular functions and commands to mange the browser effectively. To reach a 
particular Web page, you only have to type in the homepage address in the address 
bar and click search that tells the search engine to browse to the page you interested 
in. You can also go to a new page by clicking the hyperlink icons that navigate to 
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CHAPTERJ:METHODOLOGY 
3.1 PROPOSED SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 
The best system development methodology for this project is the 
combination of prototyping and waterfall model. 
The waterfall model has a very high level view of what is going on during 
system development, and the way of events that are expected to encounter. Each 
stages has to be completed before a new stage begins so each stage mustn't be to 
complicated so that the system could run faster. 
The developer doesn't know all the key aspects that affect the required 
output. He might have to trash from one activity to another and then go back to 
make modification such as adding, deleting and editing. To avoid this problem, 
prototyping model is used where it is known a a sub-process. It is a partially 
developed object that enable the user lo examine some aspects of the proposed 
system. 
Rather than that, it also helps to access alternative design strategics, useful 
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3.2 PROPOSED STATISTICAL SOFTWARE METHODOLOGY 
ln this project, ST AT A statistical software is chosen because :- 
1. Stata provides a broad range of statistics 
2. Stata is intended for researchers of all disciplines. 
3. Stata has complete data-management capabilities. Stata is not just a statistics 
package. It is a full data-management system with statistical capabilities. 
4. Stata is easy to use. 
5. Stata is fast. 
6. Stata is accurate. 
7. Stata is available for Windows, Macintosh, and Unix (including Linux) 
computers. Stata datasets, programs, etc. can be shared across platforms without 
translation. 
8. Stata is so programmable that you can add new commands to it. 
9. Stata has Internet capabilities. New features can be installed over the Internet 
with a single click. Official updates can be installed over the Internet with a 
single click. 
I 0.Analyses can be documented and reproduced. 
J l .Stata provide commands to analyze panel data (cross-sectional time-series, 
longitudinal, repeated-measures, and correlated data). 
12.Stata provides commands to analyze cross-sectional data. 
13.Stata provides commands to analyze time-series data. 
14.Stata provides commands to analyze survival-time data (duration, time-to-failure 
data). 
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case control data. 
16.Stata provides commands to analyze count and binary data. 
17 .Stata provides commands to analyze complex survey data. 
18.Stata provides byte, integer, long, float, double, and string variables. 
19.Stata understands dates. 
20.Stata has been year-2000 compatible since January 1995. 
21. Stata has matrix operators. 
22.0ver half of the web site is devoted to supporting users of Stata. 
23.0utstanding technical support. 
rJStata is easy to use 
Stata has simple, consistent command syntax. Here's how you do an OLS 
regrcs 1011: 
- reg mvalue gender age income educ l-educ6 
Most commands have the same syntax -- whether the command e tirnates a 
model, produces descriptive statistics, or performs a data-management task: 
- logit outcome gender status exp if a 'C· 39 
- graph income educ if stat =s''Texas'' 
- drop if select I 0 
- by gender: tab case exposure 
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DStata is fast 
An OLS regression (reg command) takes less than 0.01 seconds with 1,000 
observations and 10 covariates. Change the command to logit (maximum-likelihood 
logistic regression) and it still takes less than 0.30 seconds to estimate 11 
coefficients (10 covariates) on I ,000 observations. 
Increase the number of observations to 10,000 and the linear regression 
takes 0.10 second and the logistic regression 0.287 seconds. 
Now increase the number of observations to I 00,000. The OLS regression 
takes only l .03 seconds and the logistic regression just 2.876 seconds. 
Note: All timings were performed on a 350 MHz Pentium II running lntercooled 
Stata for Windows. Timings exclude the time to display the results -- which takes 
roughly 0.02 seconds but varies according to video card. 
[ lData management is one of Stata' strength 
With a handful of basic co111111a11<ls, you can perform ju ·t about any data- 
management task or data transformation. 
Here's how you match-merge two datasets: 
- SOit id 
- save newdata 
- use olddata, clear 
- sort id 
- merge id using newdata 
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- sort year 
- gen ylag = yLn-1] 
Here's how you create a lagged variable for each subject's data: 
- sort subject year 
- by subject: gen ylag = YL n-I] 
The Windows and Macintosh versions of Stata have a spreadsheet editor, 
which you can use to enter, change, or view data. The editor also has a protected 
mode to prevent accidental changes to your data. 
Stata is designed for researchers who must be able to document their analyses 
Stata can be used interactively and in batch mode. Log files of interactive 
sections can be re-run as batch files. This makes it easy to duplicate analyses and to 
document fully your data-management steps. Log files even contain a record of 
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3.3 PLATFORM CON SID ERA TION 
Windows 2000 Server has been designed from the upwards as an linked 
multipurpose operating system. It's a powerful platform for web application 
development and deployment. It's also a robust and secure operating system. 
In this project, Windows 2000 Server was chosen because :- 
a) easy installation procedures 
b) various kind of development tools 
c) high availability of Web publishing software 
d) low administration cost 
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3.4 PROPOSED DAT ABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM METHODOLOGY 
In this project, SQL Server has been selected due to the well integrated with 
other Microsoft products and providing universal data access. It also has better 
distribution transaction support and recovery. 
Further more, it also has a proven track record and wide support. SQL 
Server has the largest number of third party ,front end support product worldwide, 
from those designed strictly for application development to add in SQL Server 
access modules for standard PC-based DBMSs such as dBase and Paradox. 
There're even access modules that let the users query the database from the leading 
spreadsheet program. 
3.5 PROPOSE ~OR WEB SERVER M ETllODOLOGY 
IIS has been chosen for the Web Server methodology where it has strong 
security features such as it only allows the administrator to control the password 
length, uniqueness and how often a password 11111st be changed. 
It also well integrated with Windows 2000 server as it ts the chosen 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM DESIGN 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Important note: The.following scenario of the system, be it architecture or 
component concepts, is based on randomly picked diseases which would fill up the system 
and work as it is supposed to. This is due to the fact that as of 'print time', the reliable 
source was unable to deliver the required information from the health care center due to 
examination preparations etc. There.fore, the actual system which would house the actual 
top ten diseases will be developed once the information is received, using the same 
parameters. Thus, the behavior of the related components and the specifications 
remain the same. 
Design is a creative process that gives explanation to the solutions of the 
problems occurs. It is also a meaningful engineering representation of something that is 





The main purpose of this phase is to transform or change all the requirements 
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4.2 ARCIDTECTURAL DESIGN 
Architectural design represents the structure of data and program components that 
are required to build the computer-based system. It also considers the architectural style 
that the system will take, the structure and properties of the component that constitute the 
system, and the relationship that occur among all architectural components of a system. 
For this project, architectural design is based on modular decomposition 
approach. Decomposition is a structured system approach where designs are partitioned 
to a smaller parts that are called module or components. It is a top-down approach that 
based on assigning functions to components. 
The developer or designer begins with a high level description or explanation of 
the functions that are to be implemented and builds lower-level explanations of how each 
component will be organized and related to other components. In this method or 
approach, the system development begins from a high level description and goes down to 
a lower level description. 
The System for Analyzing Medical Data consist only two main modules and that 
tre: 
a) Top Ten Diseases Module 
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I System for Analyzing Medical Data I 
.. ,1r 
Top Ten Diseases Authorized User 
Module Module 
Figure 4.1: Top-down view of System for Analyzing Medical Data 
4.2.1 Top Ten Diseases Module 
Top Ten Diseases Module is one of the sub module for the System for Analyzing 
Medical Data. This module has top ten diseases in Malaysia or University Malaya 
Medical Center which lets the users to look up on the chosen disease. This module can be 
used by any user and it also contains general information about the selected disease. It 
also has a picture of the selected disease when this module is generated. The top ten, 





















Each disease, are analyzed according to the parameters mentioned below: 
a) sex - analyzed according patient's sex, male or female 
b) race - analyzed according patient's race, Malays, Chinese, Indians and Othe: 
c) state - analyzed according patient's hometown, 14 states in Malaysia 
including Sabah and Sarawak 
d) occupation - analyzed according patient's occupation, professionals ( eg. 
lawyers, executives, engineers and others) and non-professionals( eg. 
operators, clerk, drivers and others). 
e) Height - analyzed according patient's height, from I OOcm to 200cm (each 
block is separated by 20cm) 
t) Weight- analyzed according patient's weight, from 40kg to 90kg (each block 
is separated by I 0 kg) 
g) Age - analyzed according patient's age, from I 0 years to 80 years (each block 
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Each disease 
( eg. cancer) 
Sex Race State Height 
Weight Occupation Age Picture General 
Information 
Figure 4.3 : Top-down view of Each Disease 
4.2.2 Authorized User Module 
The Authorized User Module is another sub module for the System for Analyzing 
Medical Data module. The Authorized User Module lets only the authorized admin to 
view this specific module to modify, edit, delete and add the data that has been stored in a 
data analyzing software called Stata. Stata analyses the data and generate new graph for a 
graphical view in percentage or figures. 
The Authorized User Module is the module that provides functions for the System 
for Analyzing Medical Data database management in the Stata. The admin personnel has 
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ensure the unregistered users not to have the authority to view this database. Furthermore, 
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4.3 DATABASE DESIGN 
To store data and the format of data type is often a vital decision making in the 
design of an information and analyzing system. The structure of data has always and 
important issue of software or application design, because of the architectural of data will 
have a profound influence on the architecture of the application that must process it. 
Even though it is quite complicating, the design of a database is very important 
because it can give a huge affect on the performance of data retrieval, updating and query 
as well in run time period of the system. 
4.3.1 Entity-Relationship Diagram 
The Entity-Relationship data model is a detailed logical representation of data for 
an organization. The model is expressed in terms of entities in the business environment, 
but in this case the web application environment, the relationships between entities, the 
attributes of both entities and relationships are expressed. There are two types of entities 
used in Entity-Relationship diagrams and they arc: 
SYMBOLS DEFINA110N 
CJ Real entity- a place, person, things or objects 
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4.3.2 Data Dictionary 
The data dictionary is a reference work of data or about data. The data is compiled 
by the system analysts to guide them through analysis and design. Just like a document, 
the data dictionary collects and coordinates specific data terms. 
The patient's data are entered in Stata data editor. It contains a spreadsheet that 
will be displayed. In the spreadsheet each column represent a variable and each row 
represent an observation. 
Variables are names for the column such as weight, male, female and etc. while 
observations are the number of samples taken. In this system, 50 samples are taken for 
the analyzing process. The variables names are sensitive to these rules: 
a) sensitive to upper-case and lower-case 
b) names mustn't be longer than 8 characters 
c) names must not contain spaces 
d) names must begin with a letter 
To overcome misunderstanding in variables name, labels are introduced to 
provide more information sabot the variables. A label is a description of the variable that 
may contain spaces. 
The variables name that are involved in the patients data are according to the 7 
factors (sex, race, state, occupation, height, weight, age) for each disease. All the factors 
has the same variables name and it is shown in the tables below for each factors that 
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4.3.2.l Variables for Sex 
This table shows the variables name of the patient's sex. 
Variable Name Variable Label or Description 
sexlM Store the number of male patients for the selected 
disease 
sex2F Store the number of female patients for the selected 
disease 
4.3.2.2 Variables for Race 
This table shows the variables name of the patient's race. 
Variable Name Variable Label or Description 
race Im Store the number of Malay patients for the selected 
disease 
race2c Store the number of Chinese patients for the selected 
disease 
race3i Store the number of Indian patients for the selected 
disease 
race4o Store the number of Other race patients for the 
selected disease 
-1.3.3.3 Variables/or State 
This table shows the variables name of the patient's hometown or living state. 
Variable Name Variable Label or Description 
statlKL Store the number of Kuala Lumpur patients for the 
selected disease 
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stat3Kdh Store the number of Kedah patients for the selected 
disease 
stat4Prk Store the number of Perak patients for the selected 
disease 
stat5Phg Store the number of Pahang patients for the selected 
disease 
stat6Mlk Store the number of Melaka patients for the selected 
disease 
stat7NS Store the number of Negeri Sembilan patients for the 
selected disease 
stat8Jhr Store the number of Joh or patients for the selected 
disease 
stat9Kln Store the number of Kelantan patients for the 
selected disease 
statlOTg Store the number of Terengganu patients for the 
selected disease 
stat 11 Ps Store the number of Perlis patients for the selected 
disease 
stat12PP Store the number of Pulau Pinang patients for the 
selected disease 
stat13Sk Store the number of Sarawak patients for the selected 
disease 
stat14Sh Store the number of Sa bah patients for the selected 
disease 
.J..3.3 . .J. Variablesfor Occupation 
This table shows the variables name of the patient's occupation. 
Variable Name Variable Label or Description 
Occul Store the number or professional patients for the 
selected disease 
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4.3.3.5 Variables for Height 
This table shows the variables name of the patient's height. 
Variable Name Variable Label or Description 
H 100 Store the number of patients height, below 1 OOcm 
for the selected disease 
H100 119 Store the number of patients height, lOOcm to 119cm 
for the selected disease 
Hl20 139 Store the number of patients height, 120cm to 139cm 
for the selected disease 
H140 159 Store the number of patients height, 140cm to 159cm 
for the selected disease 
H160 179 Store the number of patients height, 160cm to 179cm 
for the selected disease 
Hl 80 199 Store the number of patients height, 180cm to 199cm 
for the selected disease 
H 200 Store the number of patients height, above 200cm for - 
the selected disease 
4.3.3.6 Variables/or Weight 
This table shows the variables name of the patient's weight. 
Variable Name Variable Label or Description 
w 40 Store the number of patients weight, below 40kg for 
the selected disease 
W40 49 Store the number or patients weight, 40kg to 49kg 
for the selected disease 
W50 59 Store the number of patients weight, SOkg to 59kg 
for the selected disease 
W60 69 Store the number of patients weight, 60kg to 69kg 
for the selected disease 
W70 79 Store the number of patients weight, 70kg to 79kg 
for the selected disease 
W80 89 Store the number of patients weight, 80kg to 89kg 
for the selected disease 
w 90 Store the number of patients weight, above 90kg for 
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4.3.3. 7 Variable for Age 
This table shows the variables name of the patient's age. 
Variable Name Variable Label or Description 
Age_lO Store the number of patients age, below 10 years for 
the selected disease 
AJO 19 Store the number of patients age, 10 to 19 years for 
the selected disease 
A20 29 Store the number of patients age, 20 to 29 years for 
the selected disease 
A30 39 Store the number of patients age, 30 to 39 years for 
the selected disease 
A40 49 Store the number of patients age, 40 to 49 years for 
the selected disease 
A50 59 Store the number of patients age, 50 to 59 years for 
the selected disease 
A60 69 Store the nwnber of patients age, 60 to 69 years for 
the selected disease 
A70 79 Store the number of patients age, 70 to 79 years for 
the selected disease 
Age_80 Store the number of patients age, above l 0 years for 
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4.4 PROCESS DESIGN 
4.4.1 Data Flow Diagrams 
Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) is a technique used to show the graphical 
characterization of the data processes and flows in a system. The data flow diagrams 
gives us an overview of system inputs and outputs, processes and the flow of data 
through each process. Data flow is not the same as control flow. A process in a system 
shows how input is changed to output. 
Figure 4.6 : Process changes input to output 
The table below shows the basic symbols of a data flow diagram and its 
definition. 
Symbol Defi11itio11 
EJ Transformations of data to other data 
D Sources and destination of data 
11 
Data in static storage 
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4.4.1.1 Context Diagram 
This figure below shows context diagram for System for Analyzing Medical Data 
Results Stata 









Update data Authorized 
User Excess to Stata 
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4.5 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
The interface is a system for almost all users. Interface design is chosen because it 
provides the best way for users to interact or communicate with the system, which is to 
get information they need in and out of the system. It is also used for the two ways 
communication between the developer and the users. With this, developer could fulfill 
their needs and create a better system than the one that they created presently. 
The user interface for this project is based on the Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
approach using Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0. Some of the Human-Computer Interface 
(HCJ) general principles of designing an interactive system have been considered and 
applied in this project. These Human-Computer Interface general principles among 
others are consistency, confirmation, recoverability, verification massage, reverse action 
and responsiveness. 
4.5.1 The System for Analyzing Medical Data Module 
This module is named Medical Data Analysis. The interface lets the general users 
to select their preferred disease and get to know about what the system provides to them. 
1t is also the main user interface for all users where authorized users also require it to 
access Stata Software to update the patients data. 
The figure below shows the user interface design that had been made as the main 
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Figure 4.8: Medical Data Analysis Interface 
4.5.2 Top Ten Disease Module 
./. 5. 2. 1 Selected Disease Module 
This module is named according to the name of selected disease, e.g. cancer 
disease. The interface lets the users to view results of patients data in a graphical view. 
The analysis is done by Stata software where graph are generated when they click any 
one of the 7 factors (sex, race, state, occupation, height, weight, age). 
This figure below shows the user interface design that had been made as the 
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Figure 4.9: Selected Disease Interface 
-1.5.2.2 General Information Module 
This moduJe is also named according to the selected disease, where it contains 
useful and general information about the selected disease for the users. This system is 
user-friendly system, where it allows the users to save the information about the selected 
disease for their own purpose. The text in this module had been edited using Microsoft 
Words and will be updated by the authorized user as time changes. 
This figure below shows the user interface design that had been made as the 
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Figure 4. I 0: General Information on Selected Disease Interface. 
4.5.3 Authorized User Module 
This module is created for a security and editing purpose for the patient data. It is 
a login module for the registered users of the system where it contains username and 
password. This module only allows the authorized users to access to the Stata software 
hat contains patients data in its database called Stata Data Editor. The administrator can 
rpdate or edit the data as the time changes and generate new graph with the new data and 
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This figure below shows the user interface design that had been made as the 
authorized user or login module. 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
System Implementation is a process that converts the system requirement and 
design into program codes. It involves coding steps that translates a details design 
representation of software into programming language realization. Codes that had been 
assign to a component or objects would apply the functions or process that had to be done 
in order to make them applicable. 
5.2 DEVELOPMENT ENVlRONMENT 
Development environment has certain impact on the development of a system. It 
is all about using the suitable software and hardware in the developing process of a 
system. It also help to speed up the system development and determine the success of the 
project. All the hardware and software tools that has been used to develop the entire 
system are discussed in this chapter. 
5.2.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware specifications of the System for Analyzing Medical Data project 
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SERVER WORKSTATION 
1) Running on Windows 2000 Server and l) Running on Windows 98 or 2000, 
Internet Information Server. Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0; Internet 
2) Consists of256 MB RAM and hard disk Explorer 5.0, Intercooled Stata 6.0. 
3) A Pentium processor 733 MHz and a 2) Consists of 128 MB RAM with a hard 
NIC (Network Interface Card)ofEther disk. 
1Oil00 Mbps speed. 3) A Pentium processor 733 MHz and a 
NIC (Network Interface Card)ofEther 
101100 Mbps speed. 
4) Other standard PC component 
....... - ..... 
5.2.2 Software Tools Requirements 
Jn the development of System for Analyzing Medical Data project, the software 
applied is basically consisted of components and tools. The components includes all the 
technologies used to support the functionality of the system that has been developed. 
Whereas the tools applied are those development applications used to develop and 
design. 
5.2.2.1 Descriptions of Development Applications or Tools 
The list below shows the categories application or tools used for the System for 
Analyzing Medical Data project development: 
a) Application coding tools 
D Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 - 
Creates and refines web page for the whole system. (Visual Basic ActiveX 
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b) Database Implementation Tools 
D Intercooled Stata 6.0 - 
Insert and edit patients data in the Stata Data Editor spreadsheet. 
c) Graphics and Interface Modeling Tools 
D Intercooled Stata 6.0 - 
Generate graphs using patients data in the data editer. 
D Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 - 
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5.3 INSTALLATION AND SETUPS 
The first step before starting off with any project development work are the 
installation of Server and development tools (workstations). In using Microsoft's 
products, it is essential to know the sequence of products installation to ensure smooth 
execution without system errors. Installation has to be done in both server and 
workstation. 
The list below, is the sequence or flow of installation process on the server: 
a) Windows 2000 
b) Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
For the workstation, the installation process are: 
a) Windows 98 or Windows 2000 
b) Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 
c) Intercooled Stata 6.0 
d) Microsoft Office 2000( With Photodraw included) 
e) ACD See 
5.3.l Create Database 
Database for this for System for Analyzing Medical Data are created by using 
Stata Data Editor or from a data file. 
5.3. /.I Entering Data in the Stata Editor 
Click on the Editor button. The Stata Editor window, containing a spreadsheet, 
will be displayed. In the spreadsheet each column represents a variable and each row 
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enter will be stored. The address of the current cell is displayed above the spreadsheet in 
the form varn[x], where n represents the number of the variable and x represents the 
number of the observation. For example, the second cell in the fourth column would be 
identified as var4[2]. 
a) To enter data observation-by-observation: 
Enter the data for the first variable in the first cell in the upper left corner of the 
spreadsheet. Press the Tab key to move to the next cell to the right. After you have typed 
the last variable in your first observation and pressed Tab, click on the first cell in the 
second row to begin entering the next observation. After this, Stata will know how many 
variables you have in each observation and will move automatically to the next row. 
b) To enter variable-by-variable: 
Enter the data for the first variable in the first cell in the upper left corner of the 
spreadsheet. Press the Enter key to move down to the next row. Stata automatically 
numbers each observation in the gray row heading area to the left of the first column. 
c) Missing values: 
If you are missing data for a particular observation, simply press Tab or Enter at 
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Important Note: Stata will not allow empty rows or columns In the middle of your 
dataset. Always add a new variable in the next empty column to the right and enter a 
new observation in the next empty row down. 
d) Naming Your Variables 
By default Stata identifies your variables as varl, var2, var3 .... You will want 
to give your variables meaningful names. To name a variable: 
• Double-click on any cell in the variable's column. 
• The Stata Variable Information dialog box will appear with the default variable 
name highlighted. 
• Type in the name of the variable, observing these rules: 
e) Variable Labels: 
Ln the Stata Variable Information dialog box you may optionally enter a label for 
each variable. A label is a description of the variable that may contain spaces. Its purpose 
is to provide more information about the data than may be gained from the variable name, 
which is limited to eight characters. For example, a variable containing a state's name 
Terengganu might Tgn be given the more descriptive label "Terengganu". 
f) Format: 
Stata stores data in the following formats: 
float: Real numbers, 8.5 digits of precision 
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byte: Integers between -127 and 126 
int: Integers between 32,768 and 32,766 
long: Integers between -2,147,483,648 and 2,147,483,646 
strn: string (non-numeric) where n represents the number of characters in the variable, 
from 1 to 80. For example, strl is a one-character long string variable. 
At this point it is not necessary for you to change the information in the Format text box. 
When you have entered the variable name and variable label, click on OK. Repeat 
for each variable. The variable name will now be displayed in the gray column heading 
area above the first observation. 
e) Copy and Paste Your Data 
If data are repeated in your dataset, there is no need to type them more than once. 
Use the copy and paste features of the Editor. Select the cell or cells you wish to copy: 
To select a variable in every observation, click once on the variable name (in the 
gray area above the first row). 
To select an entire observation, click once on the observation number (in the gray 
area to the left of the first column). 
To select a range of cells, click and drag your mouse to select a range of cells. 
From the Edit menu select Copy Editor Data. 
Click on the top left cell of the area where you want the data to be copied. 
From the Edit menu select Paste. 
f) Saving Your Data 
You cannot save your data until you exit from the editor. 
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2. From the File menu select Save As. 
3. In the Save Stata Data File dialog box: 
- specify the drive on which you want to save your data, 
- select a subdirectory on that drive if you wish, and 
- enter the name of the file. 
File names must be no longer than 8 characters long. Click on OK. Stata will 
automatically add the extension .dta to the file name. 
5.3.1.2 Reading in a Data File 
Rather than entering data directly into the Stata editor, you may wish to use a data 
file created in another software package, such as a word processor or a spreadsheet. Of 
these, spreadsheet files can be handled most conveniently in Stata. Stata provides three 
commands (insheet, infile, infix) to read in a data file. Be sure to select the command 
appropriate for your file. 
Before you can use it in Stata, the data file must be in text form. Jf you have not 
already done so, call up the file in the other software package and save it in text (ASCII) 
format. 
a) Insheet for Spreadsheet Files 
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For example, if the file mydata.txt, created in a spreadsheet and saved in text 
format, is stored on the floppy disk in the A: drive, enter: 
insheet using a:mydata.txt 
To display your file, enter the command list . Stata may be able to read variable 
names from the text file. Sometimes the insheet command will assign default names to 
your variables: vl, v2, v3 .... To give the variables more useful names, you may enter 
the insheet command again, followed by the names of the variables, with a space 
separating the variable names. insheet varnamel varname2 varname3 For example, if 
your data contains the variables height, weight and sex, enter in the Command window: 
insheet height weight sex . Now, enter the list command to see the variable names 
displayed. 
b) lnfile for Space-Delimited Files 
Use the infile command if: 
variables are separated by spaces and the file contains no string (non- 
numeric) variables 
all string variables are just one word 
all strings are enclosed in quotes 
If your file does not meet these conditions, refer to the Sta ta Reference Manual 
for help on how to use the infile (fixed format) or infix (fixed format) commands. To use 
the infile command, enter in the Command window: 
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For numeric variables, simply enter the variable name. However, the name of a 
string (non-numeric) variable must be preceded by strn where n is a number from 1 to 80 
that represents the length of the string. 
For example, if you were reading in the file myfile.txt on a disk in the A: drive 
containing the numeric variables height and weight and the one-character string variable 
sex, you would enter: infile height weight strl sex using a:myfile.txt 
To view your data, in the Command window enter: list 
Note that string variables will be in quotation marks, missing values of string 
variables will be represented by empty quotation marks("") and missing values of 
numeric variables will be represented by a period. 
c) Saving Your Data 
Once you have read your file into Stata, save it in Stata format. 
1. From the File menu select Save As. 
2. In the Save Stata Data Pile dialog box: 
- specify the drive on which you want to save your data, 
- select a subdirectory or folder on that drive if you wish, and 
- enter the name of the file. 
File names must be not longer than 8 characters long. Click on OK. Stata will 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM TESTING 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and represents the 
ultimate review of specification, design and code generation. 
The increasing visibility of software as a system element and the attendant "cost" 
associated with a software failure are motivating forces for well-planned, through testing. 
It is not unusual for a software development organization to expend between 30 - 40 
percent of total project effort on testing. 
The objectives of system testing are: 
a) Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an errors 
b) A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding an undiscovered 
error. 
c) A successful test is one that uncovers an undiscovered error. 
These objectives imply a dramatic change in view point. They move counter to the 
commonly held view that a successful test is one which no errors are found. 
A software engineer must understand few basic principles that guide system 
testing and the principles are: 
a) All test should be traceable to users requirements 
b) Test should be planned long before testing begins 
c) Testing should begin 'in the small' and progress toward testing 'in the large' 
d) Exhaustive testing is not possible. 
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In developing a system, testing usually involves several stages. First, each 
program component is tested on its own, isolated from the other components in the 
system. This testing is called or known as unit/module testing. 
The main objective of unit testing is to confirm that the unit is correctly 
coded and that it carries out the functions it is supposed to carry out. This stage of testing 
verifies that the component functions properly with the types of input and output 
expected from studying the component's design. After each components has been tested, 
the interaction between these components must be tested again to ensure that the 
components can be integrated. 
When the individual components are working correctly and meet the objective, 
these components are combined into a working system. Integration testing is done on the 
groups of integrated modules to verify that the system components work together as 
described in the system and program design specifications. 
System testing is the final testing procedure. A system test is a series of different 
tests designed to fully exercise the system to uncover its limitations and measure its 
capabilities. The goal is to test an integrated system and verify that it meets specified 
requirements. System testing takes place at higher level, the testing focuses on behavior 
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6.2 UNIT TESTING 
The developer of the System for Analyzing Medical Data applied or used the 
following three types of testing categories: 
6.2.1 Ad Hoc Testing 
Ad Hoc or Ad Lib testing means the developer of the system, simply play or test 
with the functioning unit, where he tries what ever comes to his mind to make the system 
fail. One of the weakness in this testing is the developer can never be sure on what was or 
was not tested. It'll be quite complicating for him at the end of the testing. Whereas, the 
good thing about this testing is fast and a efficient way of debugging code errors during 
the primary stage of development. 
6.2.2 White-Box Testing 
White-Box testing, sometimes called Glass-Box testing, is a test case design 
method that uses the control structure of the procedural design to derive test case. Using 
white-box testing methods, the developer can derive test case that: 
a) Guarantee that all independent paths within a module have been exercise or tried 
at least once. 
b) Exercise all logical decisions on their true and false sides. 
c) Execute all loops at their boundaries and within their operational bounds. 
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6.2.3 Black-Box Testing 
Black-Box testing, also called as behavioral testing, in which it focuses on the 
functional requirements of the software. This black-box testing enables the developers to 
derive sets of input conditions that will fully exercise all functional requirements for a 
program. Black-box testing is not an alternative to white-box testing techniques. Rather, 
it is a complementary approach that is likely to uncover a different class of errors than 
white-box method. 
Black-box testing attempts to find errors in the following categories: 
a) incorrect and missing functions 
b) interface errors 
c) errors in data structures or external database access 
d) behavior or performance errors 
e) initialization and termination errors. 
Unlike white-box testing, which is performed earlier in the testing process, black- 
box testing tends to be applied during Inter stages or testing. Because black-box testing 
purposely disregards control structures, attention is focused on the information domain. 
Here is the summary of units that were independently unit-tested: 
a) Insertion of new data into database. 
b) Modification of existing data in the database. 
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d) Validation of user identity before granting permission to database. 
e) Uploading the picture file. 
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6.3 INTEGRATION TESTING 
Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing the program structure 
while at the same time conducting tests to uncover errors associated with interfacing. The 
objective is to take unit tested components and build a program structure that has been 
detected by design. 
There is often tendency to attempt nonincremental integration; that is to construct 
a program using a 'big bang' approach. All the components are combined in advance. 
The entire program is tested as a whole. And chaos usually results. A set of errors 
encountered. orrection is difficult because isolation of causes is complicated by the vast 
expanse of the entire program. Once these errors are corrected, new ones appear and the 
process continues in a seeming! endle sloops. 
Incremental integration is the antithesis of a big bang' approach. The program is 
con tructed and tested in small increments where errors are easier to isolate und correct; 
interfaces are more likely to be tested complctcl ; and as stcmatic test approach ma be 
applied. 
For this project incremental approach was u ed v here the unit' arc added one by 
one to the set of an integrated unit. Here are a few t /pes or different incr irncntal 
integration strategies: 
a) Top-down Integration - module are integrated by moving downward through 
control hierar h . 
b Bottom-up Integration - begins construction and testing with modules or 
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c) Regression Testing - re-execution of some subset of tests that have already been 
conducted to ensure that changes in program structure have not propagated 
unintended side effects. 
d) Smoke testing - designed as a pacing mechanism for time critical projects, 
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6.4 SYSTEM TESTING 
System testing is actually a series if different tests whose primary purpose is to 
fully exercise the computer-based system. Although each test has a different purpose, all 
work to verify that system elements have been properly integrated and perform allocated 
function. The list below, shows several types of system testing that had been applied in 
this project: 
a) Recovery Testing 
Recovery testing is a system test that forces the system to fail in a variety of ways 
and verify that recovery is performed properly. If recovery is automatic, 
reinitialization, checkpointing mechanism, data recovery and restart are evaluated 
for correctness. In this proje t, confirmation me sage will appear when user 
attempt to quit or exit from the system. rror message also appears when the u ers 
input the in orrc t pa sword or uscrnamc in th' lo iin form. 
b) Security Testing 
Security te ting attempts to erify that protection me .hanisms build into us stem 
will in fa t protect, it fr m improper penetration. Jn this proje ·t, security testing 
has be n done to the login f rm v here it only allows the registered or authorized 
admin to acce tata oftware in w hi h they could edit or modify data according 
the changes in patient data. It would be better, if the authorized user update the 
data every month so that the users could get analysis of the new data and it also 
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c) Stress Testing 
Stress testing executes a system in a manner that demands resources in abnormal 
quantity frequency or volume. A variation of stress testing is a technique called 
'sensitivity testing'. In some situations, a very small range of data contained 
within the bounds of valid data for a program may cause extreme and even 
erroneous processing or profound performance degradation. Sensitivity testing 
attempts to uncover data combinations within valid input classes that may cause 
instability or improper processing. 
In this project, sensitivity testing is not required because Stata software could 
overcome this problem becau e it can manage the datasets in a proper way. 
d) Performance Te ting 
As a P111i11d'r, th, S st 1111/or Jl11a! :i11g Iedi ·al I atu is a sub-modul 1 for; 'marl 
H alth .are lnformationS, st '111. So th integr ttion tlutt was 111111tio11ed is the 
integration in this sub-module 011/y and not the int 1gmtio11 s st 'Ill with the ; '111 irt 
Healthcar Information Syst '111. 
Performance testing is designed to test the run-tim _. p irfonnnncc of' software 
within the conte t fan integrated t em. P rformance testing occurs throughout 
all the step in the te ting pr . Performance testing is often coupled with 
stress te ting and u ually r quire both hardware and software instrumentation. 
That is, it i ften necessary to measure resource utilization (e.g., processor 
cycles in an e acting fashion. External instrumentation can monitor execution 
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a regular basis. By instrumenting a system, the developer can uncover situation 
that lead to degradation and possible system failure. 
In this project performance testing had been done to Stata software and hardware 
that are required for the system. It was not causing any problems and the 
functions behaved according to the requirements because all the software is 
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CHAPTER 7: SISTEM EVALUATION 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Evaluation is a process that occurs continuously, drawing or sketching on a 
variety of sources and information in all the phases of the system. 
The objective of this phase is to determine: 
a) the extent in which the expected outcomes have been realized and notified 
b) the prescriptive value of the process where extraneous factors were taken 
consideration. 
7.2 SYSTEM STRENGTHS 
[ 1 Provide uploading feature to nable adrnini trators to upl nd 'Siem for 
Analyzing Medical Data's picture and graph tiles into the scr er for the general u scrs 
rJ Provide aw 11 managed database in tata sofl. arc s ata Editor that makes an 
easy job for the administrator to edit and modif data a· .ording to the variables assigned 
in the spreadsh et. 
0 Provide an u er-friend! en ironmcnt ,, h ire th' icncrul users could download the 
graphs and picture. The information on di ea e also can be downloaded by using copy 
and paste function . 
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D Error message will appear in the login form (authorized user module) in which 
user without the correct usemame and password could not excess to Stata software to edit 
or modify 'data. 
O Conformation message will appear when user wants to exit or quit from the 
system to make sure that they really willing to do that or not. 
fJ A tag would appear when the user pause or hold their mouse on the buttons 
available on the forms. This will make the users confident and comfortable with their 
choices. 
[ 1 The system is designed for easy navigation, links are provided to help user 
browse the pages. The 'Back to Main Menu button are kept in all pages for the users 
incase the user is "lo t". 
11 Provide attracting c lorful graph to bed wnloaded for user for their own 
purpose. 
IJ The tata software provides batch delete b fun lion unable or observation, 
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7.3 SYSTEM LIMITATION 
D There's only two types of graph (bar and pie chart) that can easily generated, to 
make comparison and understand by the users. Stata can provide more than that such as 
matrix, tables swnmarize the data and etc. 
D The authorized usemame and password cant be changed in the login form itself 
but has to be changed from the source code of the system and it doesn't hide the 
password with symbols (e.g.*,#) to make sure that others couldn't recognize it when the 
admin input his username and passwords. 
[I The system has limited disease to talk or view about and the patients data are 
according to the selected disease. As time changes there might be other diseases in the 
top ten list and this would make the adrnin to change edit a lot in the forms like diseases 
name and general information about the di eases. It will take quite some time for the 
admin to do changes in th' list. 
11 This system i brow er dependent, where it onl supported b Internet. ;xplorer 
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7.4 PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 
Throughout this project, many difficult kept unfolding one after another as 
development work progressed due to many reasons. 
During the system analysis phase, since there was no prior experience in 
developing a system, it was hard to determine to which extent to define the scope of the 
system so that it can de completed within the given time frame. However, this was 
overcome by analyzing and studying all of the capabilities that that Visual Basic and 
Sta ta software technologies can do before determining the scope of the system. 
During design phase one of the major obstacles is to apply the theoretical 
information gather in the previou phase into practice use. The developer found it 
difficult to apply and produce the be t olution f de ign in the fir t thesi . Main I thi 
was due to lack of experience and insufficient knowledge of designing a s stem. Reading 
through some of the enior documentation and re isin 1 some or the t .xt book from 
previous subjects were quite helpful in ol ing the matter. 
During the implementation pha e du to no prior 'XP iricnc in Vi .ual asi ·and 
Stata, there was a bit learning curve in understanding how the 'tuta works due to lack or 
reference book. Ther i onl tutorial in intern er that ian b . donc to 1 t a deeper 
understanding in it. 
Technical pr blem that v ere n t familiar have to be solved through various 
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In short, build a web application from scratch, starting with system requirements, 
specification to designing, implementing and testing the system within a very limited 
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CHAPTER 8: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
On the whole this project has achieved to deliver the system in specified time 
frame and fulfilled the objective s and requirements as determined during system analysis 
phase. 
This system not only provide graphical view for the users to get a clear picture on 
statistical analysis it also helps them to get some knowledge in the diseases that they 
interested in. Adding to that, they also can predict the effect of the disease by analyzing 
the main seven asp cts that related to the disease. 
During the literature review phase, the information and data on the current Web 
technologie such a A P, Visual Ba ic, client erver architecture and ecurity i ue 
enlighten the developer on how internet technologies actually work . 
During the development of this proje t there was a lot of aluable les ons learned 
and plenty of hand-one .pcricncc gained. Learning to program in Visual Basic would be 
a added valuable kill to th de lop r further und rtakin 1. Rath ·r than that. 1ctting to 
know about Stata i also aluable because the usa ic of the soil ware is •rowing in the 
statistical analy is market. 
While programming kill are cs. ential 100 i prn nice on soil ware engineering 
techniques must also be applied ffi i ntl '· Thi pr ject ha provided a excellent 
opportunity t apply the theoretical knowledge obtained in subject such as Software 
nginccring and y tern Anal is and D sign courses on system development life cycle 
( ), data modeling, design architectural, testing techniques and such into beneficial 
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developer non-technical knowledge, such as communication kills, organizing skills and 
problem solving skills. 
In conclusion this project was a unforgettable and a great learning opportunity, 
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE CODES 
Login Form. 
Private Sub UserDocument_ lnitialize() 
Call Form Load 
End Sub 
Private Sub Commandl_Click() 
If Text2.Text = "bavan" And Textl.Text = "badmini" Then 
MsgBox ("You're accepted and welcome to STATA") 
xAppl = Shell("start c:\stata\wstata.e e'' vbHide) 
lse: M gBox ("Your password or usemame is incorrect") 
nd If 
nd Sub 
Private ub ommand2 lick() 
Text I .Text="" 
Text2.Text = 1111 
nd ub 
Private ub ommand3_ Ii k( 
Text I .Text=" nter authorized us crnamc here" 
Tc t2.Text = 11 ntcr your corrc t pas ' ord h re" 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo" :\Program ·iles\Micro oil Visual tudio\ VB 8\do .Forrn I. bd" 
nd Sub 
Private ub ommand4_ Ii k ) 
Form23. how 
nd Sub 
Private ub Forrn Loadf 
Te ti .Text=" enter authorized username here" 
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Main Menu Form 
Private Sub Command l Click() 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo "C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\VB98\docForm2.vbd" 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command I 0 _Click() 
Hyperlink.Navigate'To "C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual 
Studio\VB98\docForrn2 l .vbd" 
nd Sub 
Private Sub Command I l_Click() 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo "C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\VB98\docForrn6.vbd" 
nd Sub 
Private Sub Commandl2_Click() 
Form23. how 
nd Sub 
Private ub ommand2_ lick( 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo" :\Program Files\Microsoft Visual tudio\VB 8\do Fonn4.vbd" 
nd ub 
Private ub omma.nd lick() 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo" :\Program FilcsiMicrosofl Visual tudio\ VB98\docForm7.vbd" 
nd ub 
Private Sub ommand4_ lick() 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo" :\Program iles\Micro oft Visuul Studio', VO 8\docF rm . bd" 
nd ub 
Private ub ommand5_ lick() 
Hyperlink.Na igateTo" :\Program ·iles\Microson isu 11 
tudio\VB 8\docFonnl2. bd" 
nd ub 
Private ub ommand6 lick ) 
Hyperlink.Na igateTo" :\Program Fil \Microsoft Visual 
tudio\VB98\d cF rrnl4.vbd" 
nd ub 
Private ub ommand7 _ 
Hyperlink.Na igateTo" : rogram Files icrosoft Visual 
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Private Sub Command8 _Click() 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo "C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual 
Studio\VB98\docFonnl9.vbd" 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command9 _Click() 
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Selected Disease Analysis Form( e.g. cancer) 
Private Sub Commandl2_Click() 
Picture2.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\my documents ara's system\stata 
ft les\graph \cancer\cancer.j pg") 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command 13 _Click() 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo "C:\my documents\sara's system\stata files\graph\cancer" 
nd Sub 
Private Sub UserDocument_Initialize() 
all Form Load 
nd Sub 
Private Sub Command \_Click() 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo "C:\Program FilesiMicrosoft Visual Studio\ VB98\docForm3. vbd" 
End ub 
Private ub ommand I _ lick() 
Hyperlink.Navigate'To " :\Program ·iles\Micro oft Visual tudio\VB98\d c ,om14. bd" 
nd ub 
Private ub ommand 11 lick ) 
Form23. how 
nd Sub 
Private ub ommand2_ Ii k( 
Picture2.Picture = LoadPicture(" :\m d .ument .ara's ' stem ·tutu 
files\graph\cancer\ e .wmf") 
End Sub 
Private ub ommand3_ Ii k( 
Picture2.Picturc = L adPicture " :\m do uments ara' stcm\stata 
file \graph\cancer\rac .wmf") 
nd ub 
Private ub ommand4_ lick( 
Picture2.Picture = LoadPicture(" :\my docurnents\sara's system\stata 
files\graph\cancer\ tat .wmf" 
nd ub 
Private ub ommandS _ lick 
Picture2.Picturc - L adPicture "C: y documents\sara's system\stata 
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Private Sub Command6 _Click() 
Picture2.Picture = Loadl'icturet''C'uny documents\sara's system\stata 
filesigraph'cancenweight.wrnf") 
End Sub 
Private Sub Comma.nd7 _Click() 
Picture2.Picture = Loadl'icturer'C'uny documents\sara's system\stata 
fi les\graph\cancer\occupation. wmf") 
nd Sub 
Private Sub Command8_Click() 
Picture2. Picture= Loadl'icturet=C''rny docu.ments\sara's system\stata 
f les\grnph\cancer\age. wmf") 
End Sub 
Private ub ommand9 _Click() 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo 11 :\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\V898\docFonn 1.vbd" 
nd ub 
Private ub ·orm_ oad() 
Picture2.Picture = LoadPicture(" :\m documents ara' 
system \d isease\picture\cancer.j pg") 
nd ub 
General Information On elected Disensc{c.g. can er) 
Private ub ommand I_ Ii k() 
Hyperlink.NavigateTo II :\Program ,ilc \Micro on Vi ual tudio\ VB 8\docl·orm 1.vbd" 
End Sub 
Private ub ommand2_ lick() 
Hyperlink.NavigatcTo II :\Program File \Mi ro n Visual tudio\VO 8\doc orm2.vbd" 
nd Sub 
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APPENDIX B: FIGURES AND TABLES 




R = ystern software review 
PDR =Preliminary de ign review 
DR• ritical d ign rev iew 
TRR,. T ·t rcadinc re iew 
F A Functional configuration audit 
Ph steal conligurat1on audit 
perational readm s re' iew 
Coding and Unit Tc t 
DR 




Life cycle Cost Studies 
Monitor and Review 
Brick and Mortar 
'olh1t11 A cprnu c 
Tcs1int• 
ORR 
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FEATURES INTERNER EXPLORER NETSCAPE 




Support parental control and 
rating system 
Faster 
Same as IE except for 
parental control and rating 
s stem 
Platform Support Macintosh, UNIX and 
Windows 
Macintosh, Windows and 
UNIX variants such as 
Solaris and ADC 
Mails and News It's mail client offers basic 
rules and filtering for . . 
mcommu messa res 
.lava and cripting 
Su ort 
Runs Java and VBScript 
better 
Doesn't offer basic rules and 
filtering for incoming 
mes a e 





upports A Yl mo ies, AU 
and AIFF sound files and 
MP· ideo files 
ft' 
Require a eparate plug-in 
for each format 
Ha great support for 
br ' r extensions through 
lu 1-ins 
rt N t ape's 
oolTnlk 
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FEATURES Active Server 
Paoe ASP 
Java Server Page 
JSP 
Perl 










OS Linux and 
UNIX 
Most platforms 
and Windows NT 
included 
Web erver Micro oft IIS or 
P rsonal W b 
Database 
Connectivity 
An Web erver 
and 
An Web er er 
Via DBI librarie 
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FEATURES Oracle SQL Server 7.0 Microsoft Access 
97 
Platforms Most platforms Only Windows Most platforms 
NT, 95, 98 and 
2000 
Database Large Large Large 
handling 
Connections TCP/IP Sockets TCP/IP Sockets, TCP/IP Sockets, 
Capabilities Named Pipes Named Pipes Named Pipes 
(Windows NT) (Windows NT) (Windows NT) 
and Unix Sockets and Unix Sockets 
(Unixes) (Unixes) 
Security File-safes curity Integrated security Securit offered 
with Windows NT via SSH and 
Acee s ontrol 
Lists 
Table 3:- 
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ActiveX Data Objects 
Active Server pages 
Collaboration Data Objects 
Common Gateway Interface 
Database Management Systems 
Data Flow Diagrams 
Dynamic Link Library 
Data ourcc Name 
Entity Relationship Diagram 
Graphics Interchange Format 
Graphical User Int crface 
Human omputcr Interface 
Hypertext Markup Language 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 
Integration of mart Health are Information ystcms 
Information ystem 
Internet Information erver 
Internet erver Application Programming Interface 
Joint Photo 1raphic E perts Group 
Microsoft 
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ODBC Open Database Connectivity 






Smart Healthcare Information System 
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
Uniform Resource Locator 
Visual Basic Scripting Tool 
World Wide Web 
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